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Legal / Copyright / Warranty Disclaimer
1UP4D / One Up ~ Four Down® is a registered trademark, exclusively distributed in Europe by RidersDNA / Acquamonte, in Portugal. The products, commercial names, 

texts and graphic art shown in this catalogue are the exclusive property of 1UP4D / One Up ~ Four Down®, a registered trademark in the European Union.
The logos and service marks contained herein are owned and controlled by 1UP4D / One Up ~ Four Down® and are protected by copyright

and trademark laws, various other intellectual property rights and unfair competition laws of the European Union and international conventions. 

ALWAYS WEAR FULL PROTECTION WHEN RIDING. 1UP4D STRONGLY URGES YOU TO WEAR HELMET, RIDING CLOTHES, AND BODY PROTECTIONS. 
1UP4D or any other authorized dealer of our brand shall not be liable for any injury, loss or damage resulting directly or indirectly from the use of this equipment.

© 1UP4D / One Up ~ Four Down — All rights reserved.
Thank you for choosing 1UP4D. We appreciate your preference for our brand and you’re welcome to get in contact: your feedback is highly important to us. 

Check our website for additional languages, regular product updates, newsletter subscription and specialized support on how to use and maintain your riding gear. 

At One Up / Four Down, we’re committed to give you the best 
motorcycling performance products available. Whether you’re 
a weekend warrior, a daily urban rider or a professional 
athlete, we are working hard to run the extra mile and reach 
ever higher goals. To launch innovative accessories and bike 
parts that can make you a better rider.

Ever since our team has entered the world of two wheels’ 
sports and motorbike parts, we strive to take stock of our 
decade-old professional experience in the development 
of safety and race oriented products. That’s why we’re 
sure we can improve your ride: it doesn’t always have
to be the same. 

We are redrawing the boundaries of performance in 
every single product we bring to you. On any given 
Sunday, on your daily road, and throughout your 
urban commuting, we will make sure you can safely 
go further, and on the track, faster. You will not be 
alone when you raise your hand for that sweet 
sense of a new conquest. 

One Up, Four Down.
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MEDUSA

5

ALSO FOR 
WOMEN

ARMY GREEN VULCAN REDDENIM BLUECARBON BLACK TITANIUM GREY

1 2 3 4

PRODUCT FEATURES

SMOOTH & RESISTANT 
FABRIC

EN 1621-1:2012 
/ EN 1621-2:2014EN 17092:3:2020

1 2 3 4

1. Highly breathable inner mesh fabric.
2. EN17902-3 certification as Protective Clothing. 
3. Pockets with rubber-covered zippers for waterproof closures 
4. Left sleeve outer pocket for easy access to that main object/card/keychain

The 1UP4D Medusa is the brand’s “all-rounder”: a seriously versatile urban 
jacket, offered in a wider range of colour options, which actually makes it a 
casual, cool and hugely comfortable garment. It’s made of a “touch-friendly” 
soft polyester, with highly reflective printed logos, adjustable sleeve zippers 

and straps, removable & washable hood and inner protections, and an interior 
breathable mesh, just right for the rider’s milder days. Try one, and be sure to 
feel the wish to keep it. The available colours are a ‘spot-on’ match with the 
Medusa Gloves (p. 11) and Helmet (p.17) for that final “full kit” touch. 

JACKET’S HIGHLIGHTS

BREATHABLE 
MATERIALS



PYTHONPYTHON
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ALSO FOR 
WOMEN

ONLY FOR 
WOMEN

The Python: the brand’s commitment to a comfortable fit but with the 
tightness of a high level of protection. The feeling of readiness is essential in 
every ride, and this jacket is just the right piece of gear to let that sensation 
wrap you. Plus, it comes packed with an array of technical features which will 

make you think twice when considering similar products: a highly reflective rear 
band, coupled with luminous logos, adjustable sleeves and upper arm straps, 
YKK solid and efficient zippers and a pair of outside pockets to keep track of 
your everyday essentials. Check above for all the colour options available.      

1. Highly reflective stitched elements and printed logos.
2. All-weather “Max-Dura 600D Polyester” with high resistance.
3. Inner pockets on both the main jacket and the interior lining.
4. Upper arm adjustable straps with metal snap fasteners.

‘VENTECH’ COOLING 
SYSTEM

SMOOTH & RESISTANT 
FABRIC

EN 1621-1:2012 
/ EN 1621-2:2014

BREATHABLE 
“FORWAY” FABRIC EN 17092:3:2020

1 2 3 4

BLACK / PINKBLACK / GREYBLACK BLACK / FLUO

PRODUCT FEATURES

JACKET’S HIGHLIGHTS



SPHINX
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ALSO FOR 
WOMEN

ONLY FOR 
WOMEN

BLACK BLACK / BLUE BLACK / FLUO BLACK / GREY BLACK /RED BLACK / PINK

PRODUCT FEATURES

‘AIRFLOW’ COOLING 
SYSTEM

SMOOTH & RESISTANT 
FABRIC

EN 1621-1:2012 
/ EN 1621-2:2014

BREATHABLE 
MATERIALSEN 17092:3:2020

1 2 3 4

1. “Max-Dura 600D Polyester” with high resistance and fully waterproof. 
2. Airflow Cooling System with 4 front and 3 rear air openings.
3. Upper arm adjustable straps with metal snap fasteners.
4. Removable Thermal lining for maximum comfort choices.

The 1UP4D Sphinx urban jacket was developed with a mixed use in mind, 
aimed to face intermediate to severe weather conditions during the ride.
Its tight but comfortable fit, with a wide array of adjustable straps and zippers 
are sure to provide you with a higher level of protection, especially focused 

on the elbows, shoulders and back area, while having extra padding elements 
along the chest and abdominal zones. Both the removable inner lining as well 
as the jacket itself are equipped with interior pockets to help you carry keys, 
wallet, smartphone & the everyday essentials.

JACKET’S HIGHLIGHTS



MEDUSA GLOVES
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ALL COLOURS AVAILABLE FOR WOMEN ALSO

BLACK BLACK / GREY BLACK / GREEN BLACK / DENIM BLACK / FLUO BLACK / RED

1. EN13594 certification as Protective Equipment. 
2. Knuckle protection made from a crafted mix of rubber and leather.
3. Highly breathable and comfortable ‘Forway’ fabric.
4. Touch screen compatibility on thumb and index fingers, on both  
Left and Right hand gloves. 

HIGH GRIP
FINGERS

SMOOTH & RESISTANT 
FABRIC

TOUCH SCREEN 
COMPATIBILITY

BREATHABLE 
“FORWAY” FABRIC EN 13594:2015

1 2 3 4

A colour matching glove to go with your MEDUSA jacket? We’ve got you 
covered. The 1UP4D Medusa gloves are a welcome addition to complete your 
riding kit, providing a highly comfortable wear while ensuring a certified level 
of protection. Not only was it carefully developed in intricate details for a true 

match with your jacket, but it also boasts a handful of neat features: a highly 
breathable “Forway’ fabric, a smooth and resistant palm cover, touch screen 
compatibility on thumb and index fingers (on both hands), high grip covering 
on the palms’ specific and an adjustable Velcro strap closure.

PRODUCT FEATURES

GLOVES’ HIGHLIGHTS



SPHINX GLOVES
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3

ADJUSTABLE  VELCRO 
STRAP CLOSURE

SMOOTH & RESISTANT 
FABRIC

TOUCH SCREEN 
COMPATIBILITY

BREATHABLE 
“FORWAY” FABRIC EN 13594:20152

1

BLACK BLACK / GREY BLACK / FLUO

GLOVES HIGHLIGHTS

PRODUCT FEATURES

ALL COLOURS AVAILABLE FOR WOMEN ALSO

1. A carefully crafted mix of mesh, breathable fabric and leather, tested and developed 
    to provide the ultimate enjoyable fit 
2. Hard plastic shell for a higher level of knuckle protection, coupled with padded areas along the fingers 
3. Touch screen compatibility on thumb and index fingers, on both Left and Right hand gloves

Together with range of SPHINX jackets, 1UP4D has 
developed a choice of gloves to ride along. On this 
product, you’ll find an upper mesh coupled with a 
highly breathable fabric between fingers, several leather 
reinforced areas, including specially treated material 

on thumbs and indexes, to cope with touchscreens. 
Whether you are “fully black” fan or prefer a tasteful 
combination of white and grey or fluo elements, the 
SPHINX might just be what you have been looking for. 
The exclusive Velcro strap says it all. 



ATHENA GLOVES
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ATHENA Short
BLACK

ATHENA Short
BLACK / GREY

ATHENA Short
BLACK / NEON  

ATHENA Long
BLACK

ATHENA Long
BLACK / GREY

ATHENA Long
BLACK / NEON

EXTRA PROTECTION 
OVER KNUCKLES 

SMOOTH & RESISTANT 
FABRIC

TOUCH SCREEN 
COMPATIBILITY

BREATHABLE 
“FORWAY” FABRIC EN 13594:2015

1 2 3 4

ALL COLOURS AVAILABLE FOR WOMEN ALSO

The ATHENA gloves are the brand’s flagship product when it comes to 
protecting your hands. Made from a resistant but extremely soft leather, it’s a 
waterproof glove, thermally insulated, ready to take to the road. Several layers of 
protection come into action, to which we’ve added extra padding on the upper 

part of the fingers, dual Velcro closure (ATHENA Long only) and an intricate mix 
of ergonomic support areas and high-grip textures on the gloves’ palms. Keeping 
within the EN13594 certification standard, this sturdy glove is great for both your 
daily commute as well as the weekend tour. Week-long trip? Even better!

PRODUCT FEATURES

GLOVES HIGHLIGHTS

1. Extra paddings and reinforced leather on the fingers’ outer areas.
2. Knuckle protection made from a crafted mix of rubber and leather.
3. Silicone printing on the gloves’ palms and additional paddings.
3. Heavy duty velcro closures on the wrist for a tighter fit (ATHENA Long).



HELMET
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At 1UP4D, the Medusa is a growing product line, in which we are also 
introducing an urban motorcycling helmet. Offering the all round practicality 
of an open-face model, here’s a product thoroughly engineered to meet the 
newest and upcoming ECE 22.06 certification standards, making it the wisest 

market choice for a safety regulation soon to become mandatory all across 
Europe. The Medusa comes equipped with an inner sun visor — controllable 
on the shell’s left side — a longer and aerodynamic exterior visor, independent 
front side vents, rear air scoops and available in a wide range of head sizes. 

1. Left and right front vents, operated independently with sliding buttons.
2. Interior sun visor reachable on the left side of the helmet.
3. “One pull” safety buckle, easy to fit and release.
4. Carefully stitched padding, highly comfortable and breathable.

INNER SUN VISOR
EASY TO OPERATE

INDEPENDENT
COOLING VENTS

BREATHABLE & 
WASHABLE PADDINGS 

1 2 3 4

PRODUCT FEATURES

HELMET HIGHLIGHTS

MEDUSA

MATTE BLACK
with logos

Fluo/Black/Grey or
White/Black/Grey

GLOSSY BLACK
with logos

Fluo/Black/Grey or
White/Black/Grey

GLOSSY WHITE
with logos

Fluo/Black/Grey or
White/Black/Grey

MATTE TITANIUM
with logos

Fluo/Black/Grey or
White/Black/Grey



Check our website and social media pages for regular
updates and new & upcoming motorcycling  
URBAN GEAR.

Get ready for your next adventure! The following pages 
will make you want to leave the tarmac and embrace
the track you’ve been meaning to tackle. 
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KIT’S HIGHLIGHTS

PRODUCT FEATURES

It’s no surprise that the way you ride is linked to how 
good you feel with your gear on! For this reason, 1UP4D 
has carefully developed its first range of Off-Road 
Jerseys and Pants. These come packed with a host of 
added comfort details and safety features, so that riding 

comes as natural as breathing. A soft, breathable and 
highly elastic fabric on the Jersey is matched by truly 
technical pants: adjustable waist, heavy duty YKK zipper, 
Kevlar® reinforced inner pads over the knee areas and 
several zones with stretchable and resistant fabric.   

MAGMA
RED

MOONSTONE
BLACK

SAPPHIRE
BLUE

Blank rear area 
allows for a full
customization 

with name 
& number

Twin-buckle adjustable system 
on the waist, for an improved 
fit and comfortable ride. 
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1 2 3

GLOVES’ HIGHLIGHTS

Focus on what really matters: the track ahead. Taking proper control of your 
motorbike is a key factor to boost your confidence, raising and performance 
to another level. The KRONOS riding gloves enhance all these skills through 

an array of technical features, conceived to give you the best compromise 
between feel, grip and protection. These are available in all of the usual sizes, 
and can be matched to the KRONOS Jerseys & Pants colours. 

PRODUCT FEATURES

1. Reinforced thumb layer for extra protection when grabbing the grips, with breathable holes.
2. Silicone printing on the gloves’ palms and fingers for added grip, coupled with a thinly padded foam layer for extra comfort.
3. Heavy duty Velcro closure on the rist for a tight fit, matched with a breathable upper fabric.

MOONSTONE BLACK
w/ FLUO & WHITE accents

SAPPHIRE BLUE
w/ FLUO & WHITE accents

MAGMA RED
w/ FLUO & WHITE accents



40 cm

30 cm

Sizes 38 to 47

12 cm

11,6 cm
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Motocross & Enduro boots are one of the essential gear pieces to engage 
in our favourite sports. That’s why 1UP4D has worked to develop a product 
with functionality, design and utter safety in mind: all of it presented at a 
competitive market price. On the Kronos boots, you’ll find a carefully blended 

mix of racing colours, which are sure to highlight your pants, jersey and gloves, 
and visually match your bike and helmet liveries. This new boot will allow for 
a greater range of movements while giving the rider the adequate levels of 
confidence and protection: flexion, resistance and performance, at your feet.

1. Four-point closing buckles, highly adjustable, for an anatomical fit on your lower legs, ankles and feet. 
2. Replaceable buckles, made from durable Nylon polymer, available as an after-market accessory.
3. Different rubber sole textures promote an optimized adherence to the motorbike’s footpegs.
4. Heavy-duty Velcro areas on the boots’ upper part, featuring high-resistant rubber flaps. 

The ideal “kick-starter”
Dual material rubber sole, 

to maximize your adherence 
and improve your riding performance.
Please check approximate dimensions

(for a 43 European size boot) and 
range of available sizes.  

1 2 3 4

PRODUCT FEATURES

BOOT’S HIGHLIGHTS



Equipamento Protetor

Protective Clothing

CERTIFICAÇÃO

CERTIFIED

EN 1938:2010 The KRONOS goggles are your ideal companion to hit the tracks, at the best 
affordable price. In compliance with the CE EN 1938:2010 standards, its REVO 
anti-scratch and anti-fog lens coating are a key element to keep you focused, 
added by a wide peripheral view and a high comfort level ensured by its double 

layer of foam: breathable but tightly sealed to your face. When placed over the 
helmet, you’ll notice the super grip of the silicon coating on the inner side of 
the woven strap, and feel the flexibility and resistance of its polymer frame. 
Please check all the optional coloured lenses available. 

MATTE REDMATTE BLACK MATTE FLUO

PRODUCT FEATURES

GOGGLE’S HIGHLIGHTS

REVO premium lens with scratch
resistant & anti-fog coatings

Pre-installed
tear-off posts

Frame in high resistance
& flexible polymer

Wide lens with great
peripheral view

Double foam layer for increased
performance & tight sealing

Twin buckle for optimal 
strap adjustment

Silicon coating on the
strap’s inner side 

for maximum helmet grip

Third tear-off post
on adjustable clip

27



The right raincoat makes the difference when that misty morning settles 
in. 1UP4D’s raincoat is a flexible and extra-lightweight polyester garment, 
available in a wide range of colours: it features a heavy duty Velcro and a 
solid YKK zipper, making it an efficient water repellent closure. Under your 
arms, a breathable mesh will help you cool your body temperature, which, 
combined with your KRONOS jersey will ease your ride and let you focus 
on what matters most: the “off-road” ahead. 

We all have our essentials, that “must-bring” set of tools we rely on; so it’s 
a wise decision to choose the best available gear in which to pack them. 
1UP4D’s backpack and waistpack were designed to ergonomically fit you, with 
multiple adjustable straps and, on the first one, a central “chest buckle” for that 
utter feeling of confidence. Boasting waterproof zippers on all pockets & side 
mesh folders for bottles, the backpack is also a versatile piece of gear, with a 
padded inner protection and Velcro closure to carry your tablet or laptop.

PRODUCT FEATURES PRODUCT FEATURES

The list of colours above refers to the coat’s wrists, neck and waist linings, the 1UP4D’s printed 
logos and the fabric & mesh seen here on the torso sides and the lower areas of the arms. 
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   NYX WAISTPACK

YELLOW

NYX RAINCOAT’S HIGHLIGHTS

BLACK RED BLUEORANGE GREEN FLUO

Ergonomical straps with multiple
adjustments in shoulder length, central 

buckle height and torso perimeter

NYX BACKPACK HIGHLIGHTS

High-quality polyester
fabric, with a multi-

-purpose main pouches, 
waterproof sturdy zippers 
and a proven comfortable
mesh along the inner area 

in direct contact 
with the rider’s body. 
Bottle included, with

aprox. 500 ml capacity



Whether you prefer your dirt bike with a kick-stand or not,
we know that a bike stand makes workshop and pit 
maintenance a much, much easier task! So, in comes 
1UP4D’s Straton stand, a raisable and practical lift for your 
bike, able to support up to 150 kg weight, which will allow you 
all the fettling and fine-tuning, essential before or after the 
ride. Made from a resistant steel league, painted and coated 
against rust, the twin rubber mats on the upper surface will 
prevent the motorcycle from sliding or falling. 

PRODUCT FEATURES

Lifting 
height of

40 cm
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BLUE / BLACKYELLOW / BLACK RED / BLACK GREEN / BLACK

BLACK / GREEN BLACK / RED FULL BLACK

BLACK / BLUE BLACK / YELLOWORANGE / BLACK BLACK / ORANGE

A confident and decisive ride comes also with the precision with which you take control of 
the bike. Hence, the 1UP4D STRATON grips are made from a dual compound polymer, for 
utmost adherence and a highly durable usage. A shore of 25 SA in the central area provides 
a sticky and effective touch; a shore of 65 SA on the main compound ensures an easier fit 
on the handlebar and a sturdy resistance against possible crashes. 

Its half-waffle design on the fingers’ area is bound to give added grip, even on muddy 
conditions. Available in 11 colour combinations, the STRATON grips are sold in pairs of 
Left + Right handlebar ends, and are compatible with right hand twist throttle motorbikes.  

PRODUCT FEATURES

STRATON GRIPS        STRATON BIKE STAND

ORANGE / BLACK

BLUE  / BLACK

RED / BLACK

FULL BLACK

FLUO / BLACK


